We report a new design of temperature-modulated dilatometer, which obtains the linear thermal expansion coefficient by measuring the oscillating changes of the sample's length and temperature by a piezobender and a thermocouple, respectively. Besides the thermal expansion, it is also possible to obtain the Grüneisen parameter in a straightforward way without the knowledge of the heat capacity. Using an iron-based superconductor KFe2As2 as an example, we show that this device is able to measure thin samples with high resolutions at low temperatures and high magnetic fields. Despite its incapability of giving absolute values, the new dilatometer provides a high-resolution low-cost method to study many important physical properties in condensed matter physics, such as thermal and quantum phase transitions, and vortex dynamics in the superconducting state. The prototype design of this device can be further improved in many aspects to meet particular requirements.
I. INTRODUCTION
The thermal expansion of a material describes the variation of its length or volume with temperature and is an fundamental thermodynamical parameter in studying the physical properties of solids [1] . Especially, studying the change of thermal expansion across a phase transition has become one of the important techniques in condensed matter physics since it can reflect the intrinsic change of the electronic system with very high resolution [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . In the case of studying superconductors, the thermal-expansion measurement can detect phase transitions and vortex dynamics within the superconducting state [7] [8] [9] [10] , which shows its unique advantages compared to resistivity and magnetic-susceptibility measurements. The ratio between the thermal expansion and the specific heat gives the Grüneisen parameter, which is a crucial thermodynamical parameter for studying quantum critical transitions [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] .
For low-temperature measurements in the field of condensed matter physics, the mostly used and accurate dilatometers are based on directly measuring the length change of a sample with temperature by a plate capacitor [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . The linear thermal-expansion coefficient α can be directly derived from dL/LdT , where L and T are the length and temperature of the sample, respectively. Using alternating-current (AC) heating method, the thermal expansion can also be measured by temperature-modulated dilatometers (TMD), but previous reports only show measurements above room temperature [24, 25] . The advantage of the TMD is that the setup is simple and the cost is low. The difficulty is how * mxy@iphy.ac.cn † slli@iphy.ac.cn to measure the alternating length change of a sample at low temperatures .
In this work, we present a new design of TMD based on a piezobender device that can be used at low temperatures and high magnetic fields. It is based on the uniaxial pressure device as reported previously [26, 27] . With slightly changing the setup, we find that the device can be easily adapted to measure the linear thermal expansion. This method is similar to the temperaturemodulated calorimetry (TMC) [28, 29] . The basic principle is to periodically heat a sample so that the oscillating changes of a sample's length and temperature, i.e., ∆L and ∆T , can be simultaneously determined with the assistance of a lock-in system. High resolutions can be thus achieved because of the capability of detecting small signals by the lock-in system. The linear thermal expansion α can be directly obtained as ∆L/L∆T . We will use the iron-based superconductor KFe 2 As 2 as an example to show the ability of our device of measuring the thermal expansion at low temperatures and high magnetic fields.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND MEASUREMENT PRINCIPLES
Figure 1(a) shows the sketch of the AC dilatometer, which is similar to the uniaxial pressure device reported previously [26] . It is composed of a piezobender and a CuBe frame with two ends of a thin-slab sample attached on top of them. There are three contacts for the piezobender and two side ones are soldered together. In using it as a uniaxial pressure device, a DC voltage is applied to the piezobender, which will tend to move it due to the reverse piezoelectric effect and thus provide a force on the sample. To measure the thermal expansion, a heater and a thermometer are attached to two sides of the sample by N grease, as shown in Fig. 1(a) . The heater can be an external heater such as a resistor heater or the sample can be heated by itself with current flowing. The thermocouple made of Ni90/Cr10 and Au99.93/Fe0.07 wires was used as the thermometer. The measurement diagram is shown in Fig. 1(b) . The setup in Fig. 1 (a) was put on to the regular sample puck of the Physical Properties Measurement System (PPMS, Quantum Design), which provides the low-temperature and magnetic-field environment. A lock-in system was used to provide the AC power and measure the signal from the thermometer and piezobender. A preamplifier was applied in the channel for the thermocouple.
Assuming that the AC current flowing though the heater with the resistance R has the form of I AC sinωt and neglecting the phase change, the AC power supplied by it will be P AC sin 2 ωt, where P AC = I 2 AC R/2. This will result in an oscillating temperature of the sample, ∆T with the 2ω periodicity. With proper conditions, it has already been shown that the magnitude of ∆T , i.e. ∆T AC , has the following form [28] ,
where C s is the heat capacity of the sample, τ 1 is the relaxation time from sample to bath, τ 2 is associated with the time which the sample, the heater and the thermometer attain thermal equilibrium. The frequencyindependent term 2K b /3K s is the geometric correction due to the finite thermal diffusivity of the sample. In the case where τ 1 is large while τ 2 and 2K b /3K s are small, ∆T AC can take the much simpler form as
which is the case for most traditional AC calorimeters. The oscillating temperature of the sample will simultaneously cause the oscillation of its volume. The change of the length along a particular direction can be measured by the piezobender for the setup in Fig. 1 (a) since the movement of the top will create a voltage that can be detected by the lock-in system. Figure 1(c) shows an example, where V sin is the sine output voltage of the lock-in amplifier while V P B is the voltage of the piezobender. It is clear that the periodicity of V P B is twice of that of V sin . Neglecting all the phase differences, the linear expansion coefficient α is thus
where L 0 is the static length of the sample between the tops of the BeCu frame and the piezobender, which is assumed to be a constant value since its change with temperature can be neglected. The magnitude of the oscillating length, ∆L AC , is equal to ηκ∆V L , where ∆V L is the magnitude of the oscillating voltage on the piezobender. The coefficient κ is the relationship between the moving distance of the top of the piezobender and the voltage resulted from, which has been independently determined to be about (43.5 + 0.48T) nm/V below 10 K [30] . The coefficient η is introduced to account for the fact that a thin sample cannot freely changes its length because its contraction or expansion may not provide enough force to move the piezobender and other factors that may affect the determination of the length change. The value of η is hard to determine and we will give a rough estimation by comparing our results with those measured in the capacitive dilatometer. The sample used here is an iron-based superconductor KFe 2 As 2 . At T c = 3.4 K, its thermal expansion along the a axis direction shows a drastic jump, changing from positive to negative value [6] . We grew the KFe 2 As 2 samples by the flux method as reported previously [31] . The specific heat shows a clear superconducting transition at 0 T, which disappears at 5 T, as shown in Fig. 1(d) . A slice of the sample for the thermal-expansion measurements was cut along the a axis with the length, width and thickness as 4 mm, 2 mm, and 18 µ m, respectively. Two electronic contacts were made on the sample by silver epoxy. Because the resistance of the sample is very small (< 10 −3 Ω), it is the contact resistances that actually work as the heater. Two other KFe 2 As 2 samples have also been used to study the magnetic field dependence of ∆L. 
III. RESULTS
According to Eq. (2) and (3), both the magnitudes of voltages from the thermocouple and the piezobender, ∆V T and ∆V L , should be proportional to the square of the magnitude of the heating voltage V sin . As shown in Fig. 2 (a) and 2(b), the quadratic relation holds for small voltages. At large voltages, ∆V T becomes lower than the value from linear extrapolation. This is most likely due to the DC heating effect [29] , which results in an increase of the sample temperature and thus the increase of the specific heat and decrease of ∆T . To avoid this effect, V sin is fixed as 0.4 V in the following measurements.
The frequency dependence of the ∆V L and ∆V T can be well described by Eq. 1 with the term 2K b /3K s neglected, as shown in Fig. 2 (c) and 2(d), respectively. At low temperatures (2 and 4 K), f ∆V T becomes frequencyindependent at high frequencies, which is because τ 2 is very small (∼ 2.3 ms). With increasing temperatures, τ 2 becomes larger so that its effect moves to lower frequencies and there is no frequency-independent region. For f ∆V L , the frequency-independent region exists at all temperatures (τ 2 is actually set to zero in all fittings). The frequency-independent region means that the signal has the form in Eq. 2, which suggests that the device works in the optimal condition in these frequencies. Figure 3 (a) shows the temperature dependence of ∆T , which is calculated by ∆V T /S with S as the Seebeck coefficient of the thermocouple. It increases with decreasing temperature and shows a dip at T c , which is consistent with the temperature dependence of the specific heat. Assuming that the specific heat jump at T c calculated based on 1/∆T is the same as that measured in Fig. 1(d) , the calculated specific heat just above T c is about 10 times larger than the actual value, which suggests that just about 10% of the heating power is applied on the sample. Nevertheless, the oscillating temperature of the sample can still be represented by ∆T . Figure 3 (b) shows the temperature dependence of ∆V L , which shows a very sharp dip at T c for all frequencies. This is because the linear thermal expansion coefficient α along the a axis changes sign at T c [6] . As shown in Fig. 3(c) , the phase θ for ∆V L changes exactly 180 degrees at T c , which demonstrates the sign change of ∆L across T c . Figure 3(d) shows the temperature dependence ∆L = κ∆V L at different frequencies. Interestingly, its temperature dependence is very similar to that of the linear Grüneisen parameter Γ a , which is because Γ a = α a /C s ∝ ∆L according to Eq. 1 and 3. Figure 3 (e) shows the linear thermal expansion α a along the a axis obtained by Eq. (3) with η = 1. The values of α a are two orders smaller than those measured by the capacitive dilatometer [6] , which means that η is in the order of 10 −2 . This extremely small value of η makes it hard to calculate the absolute value of the thermal expansion. The temperature dependence of α a below 5 K shows almost no frequency dependence and can be nicely normalized to the reported values. With increasing temperature, α a becomes different for different frequencies, which is because ∆V T becomes frequency dependent as shown in Fig. 2(c) .
In the end, we briefly provide an example to measure the sample under magnetic field. Figure 3(f) shows the field-dependence of V L for two KFe 2 As 2 samples at 1.8 K with the angles between the field and the c-axis as ϕ = 0 and 6 degrees. While it is not within the scope of this paper to discuss the physics underlying this data, the difference between the two sets of data clearly comes from the vortex dynamics for a layered superconductor [32, 33] . It is clear that our device is also able to measure the field dependence of the thermal expansion.
IV. DISCUSSIONS
The above results demonstrate that it is possible to measure the thermal expansion at low temperatures by the AC method based on a piezobender device. There are several advantages compared to the capacitive dilatometer. First, the design and fabrication of the sample holder, and the experimental setup are very simple and low-cost. The capacitive low-temperature dilatometer on the other hand is very specialized and its measurement needs costly high-resolution capacitance meter. Second, the device here can measure single crystals with thickness of just a few microns, which may be crucial for some systems where only thin slices of crystals are available. Third, the resolution is good as shown in Fig. 3(e ) and (f). It is not suitable to directly compare the resolutions between our device and the capacitive dilatometers since α is directly obtained as the definition, i.e. ∆L/L∆T , while the latter measure the change of the total length with the temperature first and then make the differential. In our case, better resolutions can be achieved in the future by introducing large-gain preamplifier, better shielding and design of the electrical circuits, and different choices of the heater, the piezobender and the thermometer. At last, although not achieved by this work, it is possible to also obtain the specific heat by our device according to Eq. 2. The simultaneous measurements of the linear thermal expansion α and the specific heat C of a sample means that one can obtain the linear Grüneisen parameter Γ ∝ α/C. In fact, even without the knowledge of the specific heat, it is still possible to directly obtain Γ as shown in Fig. 3(d) because of the intrinsic correlations between these physical properties as described by Eq. 1 and 3.
However, there are several disadvantages for the TMD device here. First, it is hard to obtain the absolute value of α. As show above, the values measured here are more than two orders smaller than the actual ones. If a sample-independent normalization factor can be obtained by carefully comparing the results between the TMD and capacitive dilatometers, it may be possible to calculate the absolute values of α. Second, the device works well below 5 K where the optimal working condition described by Eq. 2 is satisfied. At higher temperatures, the effect of τ 2 in ∆T becomes significant, which results in the deviation of α a from the linear temperature dependence ( Fig. 3(e) ). It is interesting to note that for ∆V L , there is always a region that satisfy the optimal working condition as shown in Fig. 2(d) . It follows that the τ 2 of the sample, i.e., the time which the sample attains thermal equilibrium, is much smaller than that of the thermocouple. If a thermometer with smaller heat capacity and better thermal conductance can be used, this issue may be solved.
Despite the above disadvantages, the TMD introduced here can be used to study some important physical properties, such as the phase transitions and vortex dynamics in the superconducting state as shown above. Especially, since the device works well below 5 K, it may be possible to apply it below 1.8 K to study quantum phase transitions. Moreover, although it is hard to obtain the absolute value, studying the systematic change of the thermal expansion in a particular system with doping and magnetic field etc is still reliable.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have designed a temperature-modulated dilatometer based on a piezobender device, which can measure the linear thermal expansion coefficient and Grüneisen parameter. Although it is hard to obtain the absolute values, the device has the capability of measuring very thin samples with high resolutions as illustrated by measuring KFe 2 As 2 single crystals. Considering that this device is still a prototype, much improvements should be possible in the future. [1] T. H. K. Barron, J. G. Collins, and G. K. White, "Thermal expansion of solids at low temperatures," Adv. Phys. 29, 609 (1980) .
